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Fig. 5. Block  diagram of experimental  setup for code  demonstration. 

end  by introducing  electronic  or  fiber delay on  the faster channel 
(longerwavelength). In thesystem  under  consideration  (taking  the 
propagation delay difference to  beO.l ns per  kilometer  of  fiber  per 
nanometer of wavelength difference) a 25-nslkm delay difference 
occurs.ThedelaydifferencecouId besubstantiallydecreased ifthe 
two wavelengths were closer to  one another, yet distinguishable 
by a wavelength demultiplexer. Typically, a commercial WDM can 
separatewavelengths 5 percent apart.  Thus if SI and S2 were trans- 
mitted at 1300 and 1365 nm, respectively, the  propagation delay 
difference would  be  reduced  to 6.5 nslkm. 

Fig.  Ha)  shows: a I-Mbit/s random data  sequence A; al-MHzclock 
6; encoded waveforms Cand D before  optical conversion; encoded 
sequences E and F after transmission; decoded data G; and 

(b) 

Fig. 6. Waveforms at characteristic  points  of  the  system  configu- 
ration  for (a) 1 Mbit/s and (b) 10 Mbitsls.  A-input  data  waveform  to 
beencoded;B-original  clockwaveform;  C-short-wavelength  chan- 
nel  encoded  sequence; D-long-wavelength channel  encoded 

detected  longwavelength  channel  sequence;  C-decoded  data 
sequence;  €-detected  short-wavelength  channel  sequence; F- 

waveform;  H-extracted  clock  waveform. 

extracted clock H. Measurement pointsA  through  Hare  indicated 
in Fig. 5. The input data rate then is changed from 1 to 10 Mbitsl 
s, and the waveforms at the same measurement points A through 
H are shown in Fig.  6(b). The  clock  and data  are  again  recovered, 
with  no  modifications necessary to  the encoder, decoder, or clock 
extraction  circuits. No transmission errors  were  recorded in 10” 
clock cycles (BER of 10-7 at either transmission rate. 

In summary, a new  digital  linecode,  named alternate markkpace 
inversion (AMSI) code, is  demonstrated. It has zero dc content, 
conserves  baseband bandwidth, is  selftlocking,  and is  transpar- 
ent to  the data  rate.  Since the  original data bandwidth is  main- 
tained, the cost of implementing  the  two  required channels might 
compare favorably to  the cost of  implementing  one  higher band- 

width  channel (as is usually required  for a conventional code). A 
unique feature of  the AMSI code is  that both data and  clock can 
be extracted digitally. This property  implies  that  the data trans- 
mission rate can be changed without  affecting  the encoding, 
decoding, and  clock  extraction process, as long as the hardware 
speed is  not exceeded.  Such a rate-transparent system is  useful in 
applications where the  anticipated data rate is  unknown, or  when 
different rate services  share the same  system. 
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On Predicting  a  Band-limited  Signal Based 
on  Past  Sample  Values 

P.  P. VAIDYANATHAN 

The prediction of  samples o f  a band-limited  real signal x,(t) from 
a finite  number o f  past samples is  considered. It is shown how a 
signal-independent linear predictor o f  finite order can be con- 
structed based on Chebyshev polynomials, such  that the predic- 
tion error  tends to zero for sampling rate exceeding the Nyquist 
rate. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

An interesting problem in linear-prediction  theory is the  follow- 
ing: Let  x#) be a real continuous-time signal, band-limited  to  the 
region (31 s QW What is thesmallest sarnplingfrequency3,which 
will enable us to  predict  the present sample values x,(nT& based 
on a finite  number  of past  samples, with  arbitrarily small  (pre- 
specified)  error,  and with  predictor coefficient sindependentofthe 
signal x,(t)? (Here Ts represents the sampling  period, i.e., T, = 2 d  
Q,.) In a 1962 text [l, pp. 70-731, Wainstein  and  Zubakov  showed 
that such prediction is  possible as long as the sampling  frequency 
3, satisfies 3, > 38 where 8 i s  the Nyquist  frequency  given  by 8 
= 20W Explicit  formulas for  predictor coefficients aN-l , l ;  of  the (N 
- 1)th order predictor (where Ndependson  the desired prediction 
accuracy)  are  also given in [l]. As the  predictor order (N - 1) + OD, 
an appropriate norm  of  the  prediction  error approaches zero. 

In 1972, Brown, Jr.,  [2] extended these results  and  showed  that 
it is sufficient to sample the signal x,(t) at two times the Nyquist 
frequency 8, and also showed  how to  obtain  the coefficients of  the 
(N - 1)th  order  predictor. These results  were further  improved  by 
Splettstosser [3] in 1982, who showed that this kind  of a prediction 
is  possible even with  the sampling  frequency  equal to 1.5 times the 
Nyquist  frequency 8. Once again, the coefficients aN-l ,k of  the (N 
- 1)th  order predictor  (which  were  independent  of x#)) could be 
derived. 

Brown [2] and Splettstosser [3] have  also observed  that it is  the- 
oretically  possible to  predict  the samples of x#) in  the above man- 
ner, as long as the sampling  frequency is  larger  that the Nyquist 
rate by any arbitrarily small amount e > 0, i.e., 

3, = e + e = 23, + (1) 

(However, explicit expressions for the predictor  coefficients 
aN-l,kinthiscasecouIdnotbeobtained.)Thisobservationhasalso 
been recently made by Papoulis [8] who has given  a different proof. 
Further references, and  proofs can be  found  in [9], [lo] and  the ref- 
erences contained  therein. The purpose of this letter is to give  a 
constructive proof that (1) is  sufficient. The proof is based on  the 
use of  the Chebyshev polynomial,  and  automatically shows how 
the  predictor coefficients can be  computed  (once again, indepen- 
dent of x#)). 

II. CONSTRUCTION OF THE PREDICTOR  COEFFICIENTS 

In order to keep the notations simple, we shall present our argu- 
ments based on  the sequence x(n) defined  by x(n) = x,(nT& and 
its transform [4] given  by 

m 

X(ej7 = C x(n) e-.iun. 

Let x(n) be band-limited to 101 s w, < T (see  Fig. 1). We can recast 
the  prediction  problem  by asking how large wM can be, so that x(n) 

n=-m 

Fig. 1. The band-limited spectrum of x(!)). 

can still be predicted from a finite  number  of its past  values x(n - 
k), k > 0 with arbitrary accuracy. The answer,  based on  the results 
in [2],  [3], [8], [9] is, of course, that W, can be of any value less than 
r. We shall present  a  new method for constructing  the  predictor 
coefficients. 

Thebasicprinciplebehindtheconstructionofthepredictorcoef- 
ficientsin[l]-[3]canbesummarizedasfollows:letHQbethetrans- 
fer function  of a finite impulse response (FIR) filter  of  order L - 
1 given  by 

HQ = kGo h(k) z-k. 
L - 1  

Fig. 2. High-pass filtering of x(n). 

5 IwI w, (see  Fig.  2(a)). If x(n) is passed through  this filter, the 
output sequence eh(n) therefore has “small” energy. We have 

L - 1  

o = eh(n) = C h(k) x(n - k). 

If we assume that h(n) i s  normalized such that h(0) = 1, then  this 
implies 

k - 0  

L - 1  

x(n) = n(n) = - c h(k) x(n - k). 
1;-1 

In other words, as long as H(z) is a good high-pass filter with h(0) 
= 1 and with  stopband edge 2 w,, the coefficients -h(l), -h(2), . . .  , -h(L - 1) can be taken as the coefficients of the linear  pre- 
dictor, i.e., aL-l,n = -h(n), 1 s’n s L - 1. 

Iftheabovehigh-passfilterH(z)isnota”good”filterinthesense 
that i ts stopband attenuation is not large enough, then a new high- 
pass filter G(z) = W(z) can be used for  the construction of  the pre- 
dictor, as long as IH(e”+)I s H,, e 1 for (wI  s ow Here,.P is a 
positive integer, and  the FIR filter 

G(z) = g(0) + g(1) z - ~  + * * + g(N - 1) z - ~ - ’ )  

has N - 1 = RL - 11, and g(0) = 1 since h(0) = 1. Its stopband 
attenuationcanbemadearbitrarilylargebyincreasingP.Asaresult, 
with aN-,,, = -g(n), 1 s n s N - 1, we have the pred,iction error 
e@) + 0 as P + OD (see  Fig.  2(c)). 

For example, in [l] we have HQ = 1 - z-l, and G(z) = Wfz).  
Clearly, IH(e1”)I = 12 sin (w/2)) is  less that unity  when w, < 2d6. 
In other words, the sampling  frequency 2 r  must be greater than 
three  times the Nyquist  rate 2w,, if this cohice of H(z) has to work. 
In order to  permit values of w, larger  than  2db, we can choose H(z) 
differently; the  only constraint on H(z) is that it should  be FIR with 
h(0) = 1 and satisfy IH(e’”)I < 1 for ( w (  s wW 

Our construction of H(z) here is based on  the Dolph-Chebyshev 
window  function [5] D&) which is defined as 

where Cdx) is  the Chebyshev polynomial [6, pp. 376-3803 of degree 
K, in  the variable x. We  assume K is even, so that 

Kn 
C&) = c c,P. 

n - 0  

A plot  of D,&) is shown in Fig. 3. The significant  feature  here is that, 
it has a low-pass spectrum with  equiripple  stopband attenuation. 
The stopband,  which covers the region w, s w s r has peak ripple 

7 

Here h(n) i s  the impulse response of H(z). Suppose Hk)  is a  high- 
pass filter with  stopband edge w,, so that (H(e@)I is  “small” in 0 3. Plot of the Dolph-Chebyshev respnre. 
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equal to unity. If we now  replace cos ( d 2 )  in Ddw)  with (,Irr + 
2-ln)/2 and multiply  the result  by z - ~  we obtain a causal low-pass 
FIR transfer function 

1 - 1  

F(z) = fin) z-” 
n=O 

of order L - 1 = K ,  with 

IF(eiY)l = IDX(w)I. 

An FIR high-pass filter  of  order L - 1 with  stopband edge T - w, 
can be obtained from here  by defining  it  to  be F(-z). It can be ver- 
ified that the impulse response coefficient YO) of F(z) i s  given  by 

where cK is the coefficient of Cdx)  corresponding to #. It is  well 
known [6] that cK = 2K-1,  hence we have 

yo) = 142 COSK (wc/2)]. 

Accordingly,  if we define a high-pass filter H(z) to be 

H(z) = 2 cosK F(-z) = h(n) z-” 
L - 1  

(I) n=O (2) 

then H(z) has the  following features: 

1) h(0) = 1. 
2) lH(e+’)l I 2 cosK ( ~ ~ 1 2 )  for  all w such that IwI I T - oc. 

Now suppose we are given the  band-limited signal x(n), with wM 
= T - E, where e > 0. We then choose w, = E so that the  stopband 
of  H(z)coincideswith  the signal band. A  largeenough  even-integer 
Kcan  now be found such that2cosK(t/2) < 1. Such afiniteKexists 
because E > 0. Once w, and K are thus  found, H(z) i s  known. We 
now  define G(z) = HP(z). As P increases, the  stopband energy of 
HP(z) gets smaller and smaller, and the  prediction accuracy 
increases,  i.e., e,(n) -, 0 as P -, m. (Formally, appropriate  norms 
for  the error can be  formulated depending  on  whether the signal 
is  deterministic or stochastic [I]-[3]. These norms  tend to zero as 
P -+ m.) The impulse response coefficients g(n) of G(z) directly give 
us the  predictor coefficients aN-l,n = -g(n), 1 I n I N - 1 where 
N - 1 P(L - 1) PK. 

Ill. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Some of  the coefficients aN- l , n  computed as above take on very 
largevalues,asNincreases.Thisfeatureisalsotrueofthepredictor 
coefficients in [I], which are  based on  binomial coefficients.  Brown 
[2] has modified  the results in [I] by incorporating  a factor a such 
that 0 < a < 1. According to Brown’s method we have H(z) = (1 
- az-’), and G(z) = Hp(z), so that the  predictor coefficients are 

where N - 1 = P.Thepresenceof a here helpsto  reducethegrowth 
of the  numbers to some extent. As wM gets closer to d 2 ,  a 
gets smaller. But at the same time,  (H(e’”u)( gets closer to unity. As 
a result, P(and hence N) has to be  madevery large in order to reduce 
the  prediction error, whenevera is  small. The net  effect on  the size 
of  the coefficients  aN- is that,  they continue  to  be large. Accord- 
ingly, in  a practical implementation (say, with  fixed-point arith- 
metic) of predictors based on  most  of these techniques,  one has 
to take into account the possibility of  internal computational  over- 
flow and also roundoff noise. 
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A Separable  Hartley-Like  Transform in Two 
or More Dimensions 

MICHAEL G. PERKINS 

This letter  introduces a discrete,  separable, real-to-real trans- 
form, called  the cas-cas transform. Theorems for the  two-dimen- 
sional (2-0) case  are presented, and the cas-cas transform is corn- 
pared to the  Hartley transform as an alternative way to convolve 
2-0 arrays and  compute 2-0 power spectra. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The n-dimensional  Discrete  Hartley  Transform (DHT) is  defined 
by 

M,-1 Mz-1 M n - 1  

~ ( u , ,  u2, . * .  , u,) = C C . . . C f(m,, m2, . . . , m,) 
m = O  mz=O m.=O 

. cas 27 ,E u i m , /  M~ ( ,:, ) 
wherecas a = cos a + sin a [I]. The DHT is a real-to-real  transform, 
and can therefore  be  computed without  the  complex arithmetic 
necessary to compute  the  Dm.  In addition, theDHT uses the same 
kernel  for both  the forward  transformation and the inverse  trans- 
formation, so that 

f(m1, m,, . . . , m,) = - 1 

rI Mi 
, = 1  

MI-1 Mz-1 M o - 1  

. c c . . . c H(u,, u2, . . . , u,) 
u , = o  u2=0 u n = o  

Fast algorithms  for computing one-, two-, and three-dimensional 
DHTs  have been published [2]-[4]. 

The n-dimensional  Hartley  transform is not a separable trans- 
form, however, because for n > 1, 

For  some applications, a separable transform is  desirable. An exam- 
ple is  found in transform image coding where, if  a separable trans- 
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